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Reichmann Casting Finishing

Reichmann registers most successful GIFA fair in
100-year company history

As one of the world's leading suppliers of automatic casting finishing solutions, Reichmann Casting
Finishing presented its product portfolio at GIFA 2019. The fair is the world's most important
platform for metallurgy and foundry technology. Reichmann looks back on the most successful GIFA
in the company's 100-year history this year with a new visitor record.
Leading solution for automatic deburring of brake discs and drums
At the booth, Reichmann presented the sought-after product line S1 for deburring round parts. Most
brake discs and drums worldwide are deburred with Reichmann S1 grinding machines. Optionally,
the loading and unloading of the system can be further automated with a robot palletizing system.
Extremely high availability over the years, high-quality results and a long-lasting machine design
"Made in Germany" are important features with which Reichmann sets standards. Foundries around
the world therefore rely on the solutions of the market leader.

New at the fair: Contour grinding machine RFC 500
Reichmann presented a trade fair novelty with the RFC 500 contour grinding machine. Compared to
the proven RFC 800, the RFC 500 offers a compact alternative for smaller iron castings up to 50 kg.
The machine not only requires little space - it is also energy-efficient and cost-efficient.

Simple programming via teach-in procedure
The new contour grinder makes it easy for the operator. With the intuitive teach-in procedure,
sequence programs can be created completely without any programming knowledge. The operator
simply moves the workpiece on the turntable step by step to the desired position via the handheld
terminal. This process can be stored on the control panel and thus reproduced as desired. The simple
control allows an employee to operate several machines at the same time.
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New visitor record at the Reichmann booth
"The GIFA 2019 has clearly exceeded our expectations. Decision-makers in the foundry industry
particularly value the high-quality standard. With this, Reichmann has made a name for itself in the
company's 100-year history", says Karl Kustermann, Senior Manager Design & Sales. At GIFA 2019,
promising new contacts have emerged with decision makers in the foundry sector. With a new visitor
record at the booth, Reichmann recorded the most successful GIFA in its 100-year company history
this year.

Bavarian engineering company with more than 100 years of company history
For over 100 years, the focus of the German family-owned company Reichmann & Sohn has been on
efficient machine solutions for cutting and grinding. Every Reichmann system incorporates decades of
experience paired with new, innovative technologies.
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